The Story of The Wizard Humbringer
The Wizard Humbringer (meaning 'the bringer of hums') spent his youth experimenting on ...
well anything and everything really. His parents were once overheard saying 'he has an overly
inquisitive mind for sure, which can be annoying at times but it doesn't do no harm.' Soon after
they had said this they were turned into crows by accidentally drinking an experimental potion
their son had left in a Vimto bottle. And so, it is safe to say The Wizard Humbringer doesn't
care about the consequences of his experiments. It's not like he is malicious - no - he just
doesn't see it as a problem. He lives in a totally different world, a world where everything is
open to play, everything can be explored, and everything can be altered.
At age 18 The Wizard Humbringer went to the School of Magical Sciences in order to learn a
magical trade. He lasted nearly a full week (well 5 days actually, but he would argue that that's
an academic week which is actually longer than a 7 day week) before he filled a transmutation*
lab with never-ending laughing gas**. He was subsequently kicked out of the School of
Magical Sciences.
Since that time, The Wizard has been undertaken magical research using a purpose built
portable-magical-lab. Some of his previous projects include modifying troll skin to make
indestructible trousers, purifying pixie dust (by mixing it with puréed pixie wings) and
developing seven league boots by filling the soles of Doc. Martens with ground up giant's teeth.
His most recent project hopes to develop a perpetual clean energy from dragon's breath.
Unfortunately, The Wizard Humbringer hasn't had the chance to actually study a dragon up
close and so his research has been relying on books and tell tale stories so far. Off course, when
I say 'unfortunately' I mean for The Wizard Humbringer, not for a dragon - his experiments
tend to leave his subjects somewhat missing a body part or two!
* the magical art of changing one substance into another
** much more potent than normal laughing gas, never-ending laughing gas will cause you to
full on belly laugh for the rest of your life which, after just one sniff, won't be very long!

